Manuscript: ... Of Preparedness [She was a ... In the elevator full of women all eyes

Tarbell, Ida M.
Guards of Preparedness

She was a Calvinist by choice in the elevated circles of men. Her eyes were fixed on the minds full of buy and sell, gain and calculate, care of tomorrow. What in the world would ever move them? She was a pray-er, just in pure charity. She was a beauty of the velvet shears of the class. While intellect and culture were spoken, she had class stamped all over her. She was a woman, a Christian, the daughter of humble and honest stock. She lived her life well and well earned. She recognized in the face of the custard, the preparedness of the man with the watch. "He's a certain conscience." She was busy. "Busy." To me, what do you mean? He had a look in his eye and a meaning in his voice. Who are employed to fight justice? With 8-10-12 hours, they die. But men under stress will..."
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The Dutch speaking at school

Draft: house & supplies

At the Savings Bank
Thus was one 24th in the bath training. She still greeted the train. As we
left the 24th up, she was seated in the middle of a small bowl of soup
with a small expression of effect on a little of the
The train in the plain where I
wound my leer in an attic of
fresh air. She was led by the
nile. Quai immediately followed to see led by
an old aunt Caduque. I wasn't
when able to see her. But she did not
she went to the train. When she of
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6. Has to get an education & advancement.
9. Self-control.
10. Self-control.

1. The man.
2. Food.
3. Place to sleep & where to eat.
4. Needs enough rest & a lot of rest. The
5. What are the plans for the future?
6. Self-control.
7. Needs a place to sleep.
8. Needs a place to eat.
9. Needs to have a job.
10. Needs to have a future.